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ARST,CT

This research explores the interface of the 'careers' of, w k and marriage-
family among new workers in an energy-Telated.., impacted ty in WyOming.
This impact has brought many changes to the Rocky Mo*tain est,, including
the migration of thousands of persons to fill the s cre ted'by the extrac-
ion., processing and congtructice,,,operations,. Tessar involves an

empirically grounded examination of the stages i the k career of these
largely manual, often mobile workers' and the p toss o marriage-family that
confionts and 'frequently conflicts with the dition 'of work. In terins

of these 'two careers, the research seeks to termin the major structural
co ditions of the populitibn,'s lives, the po nts processes of major
.decisions, and the modes of adaptation to these, ditions.
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(The 'Focus On SociL,Impact

The October 3, 1.969 issue of the Wall Sheet Journal called Wyoming "'the/
. .

lonesome land" whose "economy lags as people move away." 'Wyoming's estimated

population decreased between 1960 and 1970,1,as did only three other states:

the two Oakota'S'and West Virginia. The article predicted that new industnf,

would be lured to the state by encouraging the extraction of Wyoming's min- .

eral resources, .thus reviving the faiteconomy. By the mid-1970s the

prediction had become reality. The boosterism of a new governorship and the

increased demand for oil, gas, uranium and coal due to the world's "energy

visa" created a situation in'Wyoming and western states of unprecedented
4

growth., Extraction of minerals and construction of processing facUlties as

well as electri4 generating plants produced radical changes in many areas of
.

Wyoming and the West (e.g., Snell, 1974; Gold, 1974): ,

:Mese events have not been dealt with uncritically:: Environmental con-

cern for pollution of theistreans, of the ,underground water systems and the,

atmosphere, and for the depletion of water resources in general has been

strongly and actively expressed. The surface (strip) mining of'cOal, 'uranium,

and other minerals has generated legal battles and environmental research on
6

many fronts. The economics of this new situation has generated debaaret

every le4e1, from the personal to the federal.
3

s4'

Changes in,the social circumstances of these areas are rapid, often, (
str , -

unanticipated or poorly prepared for, and are a serious concern of. the
.

affected potion. These areas haVe beef, dominated by agriculture,':patic-
,

ularly ranching, both economica)ly'and socially. The mountains ilapie,ireated

a-tourist-based economy in many areas. These coMmunities, once fairly statil

in terms of population'and culture, are now in state of flux.

F.
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. The human community is undergoing rapid change. The ranching way of life t

- ,
, . ;.

has been challenged (Gold,,1974). 1.4ftm.traditional social relations and accomr

panying'values'are accepted by fewer and fewer people who find it increasingly

difficult to maintain dominant positionS in the communities. Not only is the

heteronomous relationship to the distant seats of industrial and political

authority providing this threat (Bass, '1976); the communities are beilg trans-

formed by new people whose skills, values and interests 4-re often incongruent

with the traditions of the area. Thrchanges have venerated much interest,

1
,

bUt few serious analyses. (Notable exceptions include: Old West Regional
,..

)

--) Commission, 1976; Blevins, Thompson & Allis, 1974; Gilmore ,& Duff, 3974.)

/
.

he newcomers (i.e., thS$e whdLhave come with the energydevelopment)
./.
.. ..

, .

-in impacted areas are commonly.discussed in terms of social pathologies. Thb
/

InfaTous notion of the "Gillette Syndrome" (Kohrsc, 1974) hasbeen uncritically

apglied to them, capturing a neat cluster of characteristics that state in

clinical terms the prejudices toward and misconceptions about them. Divorce,

4

emotional damage, depression and suicide, delinquency, alcoholism, boredom,

and frustration are the terms 'Most; often aRplied the new people (GOid,
\,

1974). Authors have written of theN"4 Ds" of the Gillette Syndrome:

drunkennesi, delinquency, depression and divorce (Chris'tiansen & Clark, 1976),,
,

linking these 'pathologies to the Obbile homes and trailer'courts that hoUse

many Of the newcomers (GilMore, ,1976). Thit is.unfOrtunate, for it---.1ike all

prejudices and stereotypesis, factual enough to satisfy only the uncritical

Observer while contributing to the distrUst and lack of coordinated activity

that hinder impr ving the quality of life in these-coMmunitie*. Oversimpli-
,

fication provides inaccurate portrait that is unacceptable, whether one is

seeking practical goals for the community or is committed to truth and.under-_

standing through social science research.

2 r
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. The Current Study

Since M4 of last year a research project has- attempted to gairka bettee

understanding. of the new'peoplein energy,relared impacted areas of Wyoming.2. .'

The research, involving extensie.prticipant observation, informal inter-
.

viewing, survey interviewing, andthe analysis of.docisMentary-materials,

Involves the geheration of grounded theory models to provide a coherent. and

svalid.understanding of this population.3

These'persons ere studied for several reasons. First, their movement C:-,,Y

tto end life within, hese small, rural communities provides amajor eleme

effecting the style.and quality -of life. They are experiencing the soolal'
mile

_matt of rapid population growth; underdeveloped.socialserl4ces; fiscal un-

certainty; and the shifting economic base more so perhaps than persohs

indigenoUs to the communities. To indigenous persons, the hew people
1

areA

often perceived as the :source.of.disruption%in,social impact. These are

strangers, transients with seemingly different ways, who are here,forthe

'big monW, with 6 concern'aboutwhat happens to the- community. They are

creating the real problems., as perceived gy manypersons in and outside the

Community.
4

. Secondly, this research concerns an,interestingrportiOn of the'labor

force in Western industrial'sotieties. Geographic and fOo movement are-signi- °

I

ficant'facts inthe lives of most blue- and white-collar workers today. The

higher frequency of mti4ement.amorig portions of,Oe study populatioftp,pvides

a clearer ynderstanding.of hOw such movement. comes about, is dealt-with, end

°affects persons' 14\ies. The questions are fairly basic. Why are these per-,'

. sons here, rather than others? Is w2ork career effected by the possibilities

r '

available to the transient perion, or,is it simply'a 'diverse career, made
4t.

diverse by conditions that have-Mile to do'wiltimovement per se (cf. Leggett,
.

;

3
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1968:- Chapter 4)t Mow does this movement affect outlooks, values, political

and social beliefs, andiork orientations of these men and women? 'What is
.

the direction and strength of therelationship between movement and one's.' ." 0

marital-family situation? When and how are major decisions,made, within the,

context of the experiences and structural conditions that influenc their

lives?. As a study of labort this research begins to answer these andOther

e

quens and contributes tea better understanding of labor in Industrial

society.

Very little is actua,ly known about these neW,people. Without this

understanding, planning, and Policy decisions very likely may be misdirected

Or erroneous. Importantly; distance and distrust. between newcomers and older,

residents increases as population increases. :There is no so*ution to problems

that demand concerted action, and resentment colors many facets of community

life.

Understanding this population of workers involves an Open app-roach. It

seeks not to test ,particular theoriesor,hypotheses about workers but to gen:-

.4 .,erate grounded thetry models that, with' further research-and'understanding,

will contribute to an Indrstanding of the process of work and non-work and

the interrelatiohship of.these. The, research assumes that there are good

reasons' why one works at a tertain task, with a certain style, and that work.:

hat consequences for _the person beyond the' work. setting. The total life ex-

perience of the worker and his or her family becomes understandable only when

one relates this work, to the non-wOrk world of the person's life.

e (

This paper explores One facet of the connection between work and non-

. work': the interactive phases of work, career end marital-family career. .The

research reported here is in a-formative stage and'cannot,properly be desig-
*,

nated a theory.; StiJ1,. it 'points to the frtfitfUlness ofmarshalli6g data in

,

l''.f.o
1 i 1 s',.'
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,such A way that questions are answered (satisfying the purpose of theory) and

unappreciated facts take on explanatory significance. -,,It is grounded in the
. .

e
ongding process of the research act and the emerging data.-.Its test presently

involves theoretical clarification and'the,search for alternative-explanations

'and contradicting facts (Glaser and Strauss, 1967). .

- j Newcomers in Impacted Areas

A collective portrait of the new people in the initial study community

has,,been'drawn from qualitative and quantitative data. Apiroxlmately400,

pages of field noes - interviews and observations - and 144 formal interviews

describe these workers and-their familia*,

The population'of the community has increased froM about 2,700 persons

in 4970-to over 6,000 in december 1976;. most of this increase occurred in the
_ .

lst.thre Among the,s7mple of new persons (a desigAation given to

persons in the community less than five years) formally interviewed in this 1.

work, over.fifty percent (59 of 114 males and 46 of 86 females) lived there

less than one'yeat.. Ninety percent (103 of 114 males and 76 0 86 females)

lived there less thanthree.years. They are undoubtedly recent Movers, but

tare they 'transients'? Fiftysix percent of them (62 of 113 males and 49 of

84 females) lived in their previous communities four years or longer. Of

those indicating length of stay' in their 9ext to. last resiclence,'flity -six

percent (54 of '94 males and 35 of 63 females) lived there four years or longer.
. 4

Conversely, twenty- three'.percent of them (27 of 113 males, 19 of.84 females)

lived in their previous communities less than'twv years, and tw4Ity -four

. percent (26 of 94 males, 12 of 63 females) lived in their next to last commun-

ities less than two years. What this begins to in4cate is.simaficant
"Pr

5
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variation on the dimension of mobiiiity among new people. There re frequentr

movers/but there are also many people for whom moving is a rare occasion.

The new people are, on the average, you", married, and without large

families.. Sixty-nine perceKof the men and seventy-two percent of the women
ot.

interviewed were under thirty-five years, of age; fifty-three percent of the

men and flftyspercent of the women were less than,thirty years old. Only

eighteen of 144 new_persons,were presently single; another/five were separ -.

ated. Fifteen couples
4

had no children while sixtY7two 6f eightyrone of the

households'with children had three children or less. Only nine percent of
,

tie households had more than four children. T--

ixty-five percent of thehousehold heads of the newcomers held manual

.jobs. Another twenty-five percent were either professional or managerial.

along seventy-eight heady with manual occupations, forty -one were clearly

skilled manual .(Journeyman mechanic, crane operator), twenty-'ieven were semi-

skilled (welder's helper, laborer), and ten were too ambiguous to ctessify.

In fifty out of 114 hbuseholds, thehead was-directly involved in. the petrOr-

eum industry. 'Another fourteen were In mining. This reflects the domination

of oil in the immediate area, although coal and uranium minindaccount for them

most recent growth. The Median household income 'per month is $1,260, while

the average income is $1,350. This difference is 'due to the families with

monthly 140cOmes $2,000 or more (20 of 1(0 responding).

More than hlf of the4new persons live in mobile homes,'despite the fact

that the majoilty of mobile haft rest is (78%) pCefer:conventional hoines.
%.

Mobile homes are.the only source of hou ing for most newcomers (see Massey &

Lewis, 1977); available conventional housing is either of -two types: fairly

exiknsive n4, homes ($45,000 to $60,000) or renovated rental properties that

are both scarceandoverpriced. homes are generally zoned out of

6

9
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convenfional housing areas, criatingelarge mobilechome parksKon the edge of

1

town or small parks in-lower-income areas of 'town. Sixty-four percent of the

new persons interviewed owned their own homes; most of these were mobile

homes. Thei nearly always pay $65 to $90 a month' lot rental.. Those who

rent usually pay $250 to $300 a, month for two or three bedroom mobile homes.

Mobile.4Omes'were seldom as unattractive as ris commonly supposed. Many

homes were quite expensively furnished and nearly all wilrclean and reaion-

ably comfortable. -Still, cramped spate for a family of four or more, close

proximity of neighbor's, and depreciation make a convention home nom prefer-

able. 04.le,incomes are fairly high, the cost ofliving (especially'housing

and transpOrtation) means that' most families only make ends meet. Those who
/

are able to-save and withplans for the immediate futre are single persons--T

or young couples without Children.

The newcomers' livesare dominated by work. New people are more than

preoccupleewith their Jobs. They are dominated. Pay Changes, lost days,

and overtime,thean one month's pay is seldom the same as 'the next month's pay,

for wage laborers. Jobs finished, Jobs opening up, men fired and hired domin-
o

ateMuch of the conversation and are 'the elements that affect most'signifi-
.

NI-cant planninfor thes'new people. Seif-esteem, 'friends, trouble failure
...

g.
, .

i , are ail tied in with the job: "Where are-you working?" is invariably, the
.

first question asked when meeting. anyone, anywhere. Work-dominates the 14ves
,

r

of these people in la* part because work Js insecure. Men are,injured,
..

l tt;' / .

laid off, switched' to n4 Jobs, told to work fewer or more houl.s with little,
. /

i

if,any 'nbtice: And, Work-ls.what theSe men know. It-Ls what they do best.
.

.
. ,. .

It Is also--direCtly aneindli:ectly--the source-of their wives' pride and
,

.-

iributations. Women identify, themselves: "We're miners." or"We're,an oil
\\

1

..

.
afield family." This/means more than husband's occuRevion; his occupation deter.-

mines family/identity,

7
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Work and 'Faint ly: Intersecting Careers ..

theoretical models' presents sew. al research challenges. The authdr hig not

J
The use of both quip itative and q41110tatiVe data to develop groundad

relied solely on 'one data, set, using the other for-support rather thin illu-

mination. Both types of data are valuable, each:helps -in the understanding,

of the other, and both lend themselves to the emerging theoretical models.

The qualitative data does-not provide an explanation for 'statistical relation:\
..

ships established. y the quantitative data, 'dams the latter indicate the .

parameteri for generalizing from the former. The .theoretical models are gen-

'eratid and elaborated by analysis of-both types of data; and both lend them-
-

selves to clarification and modification of the models: One model which

involvei juxtaposing the work and marriage-famiy cycles is beginning to

explain much about the subject population.

Among manual and service workers in rural areas, seldom is there the,.

kind of impersonality in work typical of large bureaucrati,c'organizations.
A

There Is, however, a clear.distinctietween the dimensions of work and

..-,non-work.' A young roughneck related the-following:

fciu *now,' it ''s ;gal funny about drillers, Oni. guy I worked for was the
nicest guy when we were in the bar, but you get out on the rig' he'd turn

pick a fight with anybody; even his own hands. He t4, b h people; he
into a raving madman. Then,. there was this other from work he'd

didn't give a domn about notifin'. But, I went to work fo his!, and he was
a great Iler. Would do anything for you, show-y* what to do, was real
patient never, yeZZed. le'd joke around. A great guy.

Two personalities emerge, one for each world.

Attention focused on the mlationthip betWeen thel.two worlds and what

,
seemed. problematic between th . Almost independently, an' understanding of

two careers surfaced,Nach car er marked by major phases and points:. a

career of one's work and a career -of marriage and family. Men spoke of their

work, work histories,. personal progreis, and Job skills. They spokeof their



backgrounds, marriages, divorces, w 1 ves and children; they expressed feelings

and offered explanations fOr what went, right and What went wrong. They 101-

catid plans, hopes and misgivihgs abbut th future., .'Sketching these two

careers and rela _them to each other

4w
, to understanding the newcomers.

reveals some elements that are basic'

`

Career of ohrk. The first phaseof the.career of work Starts not "when one

-a certain age, but when, one begins working at the'kind of job that brings'

.t

him to aniimpacted community.

sometimes very frequently. In

These jobs demand-or 'encourage one io move,

.

the first few years of work, good wages and

Is

freedom of movement are enjnyed as skills iricrease or movement from'a less to

f )

a more desirable Job occurs. After a period sof thr,ey.to five years _however,,

v. .
d..../

,,_. ,

,/, .

skills' are mastered and the job, a majbt pert -of one's identl.ty, begins't9j.

feel like one's station in life. Men begin to lose the sense of excitement

--,

,_that marked ed
-.

rlier- work: Other' things occur. \
. f -. ,

Movement gften brings a new-boss. AS' ones skpls increase, tolerance

for bossei dimilshes.
-

e second phase men. seek 'more independence in

-N ,

their efforts. C171t cism, from the boss is 1 ke 1 y to meet With host i 1 I ty

assignment to a men[allbr mundane task may be met,with

begin.,to wonder i.f they really want ,to coot nue thla

.
unusual to hear a mari,lallent the cipetine the amenitres or the',deteriora-

..
oncompl ejl

4 .

of work. It is not

tion. of the conditions that Origknally attracted him to thmikoork.
i .

.21
, "liken I broke out (started working) we took six months to drill a hots.

BO U, up here we move the'rig kb.i.Z1 a hole) 'every ten days."
..,

1 .

. 4..

"When I first went dam (in a mine) every man down there's was -am eXperi-'

Awed miner -, five, ten, twenty years in the mines. I've been out there

(at another mine). longer than' anybody, and Y 'started Mere tLx months ago.

They're aZi. a bunch' of kids. I worry about what' ii happen if soething

goes wrong down thezg." / . ,

(
9

f
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'Men begin to plan Job iransfers (roughneck /to driller;, miner to welder).

Later more drastic changes are considered.. Despite seemingly good wages,

they perceive they have very little to show for their work. A weilderi must
9.

have a good rig, and.for years loan payments on the rig consume much .0 his

extra money. Beyond the necessary'rig, he hes little. Alamily makes

'imonthly-payments on mobile home, knowing that with depreciation it will b'e

worth very little when it.is finally paid off: Vages

(
maybe 'high, but perek.

- r

io0 between J s deplete savings, especially when moves to a new job and a

, , \
, new txxiiman4t arerequired.

,

. -

Aethis point the work-Career-cycle forks, separating the "upwardly

/.

mobile" 'from the "'independent worker." Setting up a small, independent bust-

ness becomes a desired gOsyor many men. Many young men have this inmind .

. .

when they first begin working, but as the years go by it becomes less and

less concern. Then, after five to ten years, -the desire

res*faces. Having one's own business eliminates bosses, movement, financial

insecurity, lack of anything,to really call one's own. The next few years

are spent thinking about, planning, and often, venturing into an-independent

business.
4-

The third phase of independent work is preceded by finding employment in

,a town or an ql in which one hopes to establish a business. The impacted

;V community is therefore depleted of men in,this.phase. ()Ile simply rims across

an inordinately small 'number of men wh4r began their work careert twelve to

twentyyeareobefore. The men with whom the author worked, spent time in the

bars, and oti:fWise met in'the course of the fief. -work were seldom in-their

mid-to-late thirties; this was a imperceptible cohort.

--This phase is different 'tor those men who effectively "move up" ink

,theirwolliPtions, becoming bOltes with new amenities andrchallenges. Lives



ti

(

are made easier asvalue to ;he company is rewarded by promotion. These men

begin a career at a new level of work, often retrained to handle administ,ra-

tiye or more technical tasks. Authority and
Pre41

stige Increase, and style of

.11fe changes with expeese accounts and bonuses. This phase,js final for the
.

these men; it continties, if they are succesSful,cuntilretirement:

Beyond this phase of t6 careei-Us a final'one fd the other group of

men who tried and failed at their own businesses, Or merely-found that it was

,

not as expected. One also finds men who4gave had other kinds of Jobs else-

whereas trig, selling, military service; factory work, etc...- -and desired

or have been forced to seek new work in the middle, of their lives. One finds
e

men whose hope for an independent business never materialized, men who still's
I I ,

thinLbut are reluctant to talk of this. They are disgruntled, wistfully,

' or sometimes still hopeful. 'These'menwill be watchful for new opportunities

I

and may find them. If not, they will work as they always have until they are

too old, disabled or disillusionecNd continue.

Career of Marriage-Family. Work career develops alongside that of marriage

and family. 'Initially,

and the young unmarried.

two groups

For, both

are distinguishable, the young-married

groups, thrflp few years of work offer

many positive benefits. Young couples gain independence with their own_ in-

comes; other young couples are met and enjoyed; purchases are made that

offer pleasureo'securit,, and a sense of Unity to the couple.'.

Young men y stay unattached for several years. Many of the young'men

are not graced ith social skills or preoccupations that, attract feMales,

"_ explaining in part why they are fain Oriis'particular setting. Most of

these men eventUally merryend beCome fndistinguishable from other young

couples. By the age of thirtylive, few men arerior,presently or I4ve never

11
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been married. Among the newcomer males formally interviewed, nlnty -one were

marrl'ed, eighteen were presently single, and five were separated. Of the

eighteen single men, only two were aver thirty-five year& of age; one of these

two and six of the other eighteen had preefously been married.

The.early-years of marriage pass into a second phase as children get

older and new expectations develop between husbands and wives. The desire to

live a more settled life is hardly' unusual, especially when.the children enter

school:- Lack of long-term friendships and discomfort in moving replaces the

freedom and independence that were prized earlier: This 'cristkpolnt occurs

abaout the same time as one is entering the second phase ofithe work ca-

reer; it is a time of rethinking and growing disaffection. A choice is often

made to seek new employment which provides stability. Otherwise, separation

and divorce may result.

pen, relating the d4affection common to thit period,-often speak'c4.

0
their wives "wanting to go back hoMe" or "wanting more than I. could give

her.." The term "breaking a woman in"or"breaking In a family" Is heard

frequently, meaning the wife and the children become accustomed to or learn

. .

to enjoy short -terwjobs, moves every 'few months or years. This 'breaking

in' process is, obviously, most difficult and least successful with frequent

moves. The ratio of those ever divorced to those never divorced increaAp

N dramatically arourl the age of thirty (see Table I). Of flyewmates who in-.

t,

dicated,they were separated, four were age twenty -five tolwenty-nine. A

decline in the number of individuals and an increase in the incidence of

divOrce and separation for men and women in their late twenties and early

thirties joints to an evolving situation where family and work intersect.

The marriage-family,career continues with two groups of persons:

divorced individuals and the 'broken -in' "families. Many of those who

12
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TABLE 1; -Numbers and Ratios of New Residents in an impacted Community
Ever and Never Divorced, by Age Ind Sex, 1976.

Males Females

4 Ever Never Ever Never .

Divorced Divorced Ratile,_ Divorced Divorced, \Ratio

Ages

18 - 24 5

25 -29 7

0 - 34 A'

35 - 39 5

40 - 44 1

45 - 49 4

.1
50 - 59 2

60+ 0

,

,
TOTALS 32

21 1:4.2 5 21 .1 : 4:2

26. 1:3.7 N 5, 17 1:3.4

3 16 1:1.3 - 6 9 1:1.5

5\- 1:1 2 6 1:3,

7 117' 1 6 1:6

4
..%

1:1 2 4 1:2

4 1:2" 1 2 1:2

3 0 1

-.I

80 1:2.5 22 66 1:3
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divorce attempt isecond mar'riage. Some of the men find wives who are more
()

willing to be Others are less successful.

One Might expect, that these divorced women would leave the community and/ -0

or this way of Me; remarrying only when certain that a new marriage will

resultin more stability. This 'does not seem to be the case Table 1 shows

that divoi.ce rates are equally high for women and for men. Based on earlier

eicpectations one would have pTedicted a much lower divorce rate for women, If '

.
most of the female partners of a 'disso4v00 marriagehad moved elsewhere.

,J

loSince divorce rates are roughly ecival; it is likely that' a women will remarry

a man whose first divorce was fpr -much the. same reasons as her own

. o
-i.-z..,','Two things may result:. the man may have learned-from his firkt exper-
rt.'",-; .

'

.

hence
/

/ i and therefore make a more lasting bond;'or, he may be unable or unwilling .

c

to make the necessary adjustments. His second wife, in turn, may be more

willing to be 'broken in'; she may adjust her expectations. and outlook in

light of her first divorce. She has realized the difficulty of living un-

.
attached to a man, raising the children alone, and has become more willing to

put up, with things as they are. Much of the fieldwork indicates a 'mellowing'.

process, a process by which a woman becomes more accustomed to or"tolerant of

the situation she faces. Hence, the second phase does not mean that women

drop out of the picture. Rather, they either stay married and are 'broken in'

or they marry again.5

When a single (usually divorced) man reaches his late thirties, a choice

is made. .Possibly he has moved up in a company'shierarchy and can therefore

attract a-wife by offering her a stable home as well as'a home away from home

with him.. It is not unusual for a man inthis position to haverawifeatid family.

7
1 .

tn'another state; they live with him only part of the year. When the children

.

are grown, the wife will Join her husband for-much or all of the year; they
A
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return home only on holidays ?r vacations. The man who has 'broken-in' his
....)

wife and family may also adopt this mode of life if he can afford:it.

'If a nien has not moved into such a position with the company;'his Work.

,

usuai4y becomes Jess and less-challenging. Men ten to 'fifteen' year his

junior are working alongside him, making thsame money. He has a decision

-6 make: continuing his work, rejecting women altogether or waiting for the,

right woman to come along; or, leaving this work, seeking a'MOre stable job

and starting a family before he passes-that

forever. The need for stability encourages

threshold barring him from;it

him tOPstart his own eusinAs.

Overlap of Cycles.. That these two cycles overlap at crucial points may Ind'-

sate why certain decisions are made when they are. The first phase Is

relatively smooth in both work and marklage-faMily spheres. The growing

disiffectribn with instability in the second phase of the family c;4,eer corr.

responds with the greater desire for independence in one's work: Still, a

man has rastered'his trade and may well he disinclined to 'leave it. The

ambivalence between seeking more independence (that may cause one to more
/'

readily quit a job) and mastering a jObconflicts-withdthe family's de:.0

for more pellmanence.

By the.third phase of the work,cyCle,, one's family may be 'broken in',

. in which ease life may continue es it has in the pest: For others, new,

independent job may be undertaken, depending on financial and other con-
,-

straints and hoW strongly it is desired. . For the single man this point.offers

a last chance to establish a family. .He' looks for a more stable job such as

that of an independent businessman in the trade: a contractor, rUnning'a

bulk plant, managing a s ply shop, etcetera. If he does not find a stable

job his family opportuni ie4 diminish. Aisonly hope is to catch a 'broken

1 woman on the rebound.

15 ,
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Conclusion

The working class in the United States is no better understood nor is it

more poorly understood than theMdddle class, the poor or the rich. it is,

however, frequently misunderstood. This is certain for'new.workers in im-

pacted areas of the Rocky Mountain states. Why this is the case is beyond

the scope of this paper. It seems, however, that several things contribute.

The exterior of newcomers' homes and neighborhoods are usually not

attractive. They certainly fail' to match Veblen's descr6;tion° of the

"estates" of the "dolicho-blond" race, both of the er class and their

emulators. Mobile homes, sings Jimmy Buffett, are "...ugly and square. They

4 n't belong here. They looked a lot better as beer cans. "7 Mobile homes
.-

mean,transiency, home on'wheels, impermanence, noncommittment to the commun-

ity, outsider. This is inaccurate for the majority of the, new people'who

can afford and would prefer a conventional home, !Alt who must, of necessity,

live in mobile hones. Nothing elge is available or affordable. Frequent

moves are lildom a matter of choice. The mobile home 11 convenient and.inex-
a

4
pensive; movement is possible. . If movement was not possible, wages would

have to be.signifFcantly increased or jobs would haye to be restructured.

These two possibilities are seldom entertained by energy companies.

Newcomers are strangers in iMi4cted communities. They often bring new

ways to the community. Seventy-two percent of the newcomer men. Interviewed

had grown up in'another state, while eighty percent had lived in the study

community less than tworars. These new people are not readily accepted or
.

assimilated Into the community.-

Why the local people feel distance, and hesitancy toward the newcomers is

understandable. Why they, foster certain ides about newcomer; is also under

stimdable. These ideas, however, are gener21i1y less' InaccuratChnd more..

16
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reasonable; than the ideas and attitudes of many academics and social service

*Iministrators:Illec"011lette Syndton;eu and the"4-DS" have been accepted*

reality. This has occurred In large part because fed attempts have been made

to Understand,the structural conditions confronting new workers and their
-

families in,iipacted western, communities.

There ire some fairly good reasons why people live the live, they do

q.
Peoplcari not totally free to live as they WIsh, nor even to wish as they

might. There Is ordir even in what seems to be chaos in impacted communities,

and there is order to the lives of the people involved. There are some good,

though hardly simple, reasons why the newcomers 'live like they do', reasons

that emerge when one looks at the careers of work and marriage-family. Phases

and processes seem to be at work, for ong's ohangin# relationships and,concep-

tions are crucial to the alternatives one seeks and the choices one makes.
4

This process conception involves alignment of persons at various points in

careers as well as gathering past remembrances and future plans. These data

are meaningful when conceptualized As configurations of work and marriage-

family. They reveal particulars about this population and,the fundamental,
Importance of recognizing theAlmterconnectedneis of work and non-work.
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FOOTNOTES

I

Th>e estimated population,the sourceof most journalistic announcements
was an underestimation., Thefinal, figures showed that Wyoming had in fact
grown id population between 1960 and 1970 - to, 332,000 people - by about two
thoUsand pertons. Wyoming remains today the next to theleast populous.
state with less than four persons per tquarerie.

2
The project'was made potsible throU0 the funding and:support of the

Center for the Study of Metropolitan Problems, National Institute of4iental
Health, Rockville, Maryland. Begun in May 1976; the-field work was carried
out full-time until mid-August and part-time through Ike fallof 197k: A
second phase of the projett began in Ma*; 1977. Field work waircarrled out
in the summer of 1977 and final analysis will be,completed this fall.,

e

3The persons new to impacted areas are here referred to as."newpeople"
and "newcomers" for a delleerate.reason. They have blenyarioutly
boomers, transients, gypsies, sand drifters. All of tNIse terms carry,conno-:
tations that may stunt a. Oear,understanding.of this population. They are
also terms that are- vario y used ,(with some accuracy) to clescribe certain"

portions of the subject etion but are inaccurate when plied to the
population as a whole.

2 4
In this case, those separated are, treated as,couPles, though the marital

partners are not living together.

5The occurrence of remarriages among the stod population suggests that
they` form something of an occupational community (cf..Blauner, 1966). This
concept is seldom used in the American' literature but may piove most useful
in understanding the subject population. ,

6
Why lome men feel they can change jobs and others do not.1; a-question

in heed of an answer. Unfortunately, this research can only raise the issue
an&MEt answer it. "

.

7
Jimmy Buffett, "Migration" ABC/Dunhill Music', Inc, (BMI).J

64,
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